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About This Game
Hacker Evolution is a hacking simulation game, featuring unparalleled graphics and features.
You play the role of a former intelligence agent, specializing in computer security. When a chain of events sets off worldwide,
leaving critical service disabled, you assume the role a computer hacker to find out what happened and attempt to stop it.
When a stock market, a central bank, satellite uplink and transoceanic fiber optics links crash, you know this is more then a
simple event. Something big is behind all this, and you have to figure out what is it.
You hack into computers, look for exploits and information, steal money to buy hardware upgrades in an attempt to put all the
pieces of a big puzzle together.
Set in a virtual operating system environment, the game is packed with all the features required to bring the hacker feeling and
experience to every gamer.
The concept behind Hacker Evolution is to create a game that challenges the gamer's intelligence, attention and focus, creating a
captivating mind game. Solve puzzles, examine code and bits of information, to help you achieve your objectives.

Key features:

Modding capability to allow the creation of custom levels
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The included mod editor, allows you to create new game levels easily
Multiple interface skins
Complex levels and gameplay to guarantee the best experience
Optional freelance jobs to offer more variety
Complex command console with over 20 commands and tools
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Title: Hacker Evolution
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
exosyphen studios
Publisher:
exosyphen studios
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2010
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Although it's nothing like real life cracking, Hacker Evolution is pretty fun. It's definitly not for everyone, but anyone who's
comfortable with Linux and likes solving puzzles will love this game.
9\/10 Soundtrack
7\/10 Visual (Display resolutions are hardcoded.)
8\/10 Gameplay (Difficulty ramps up fast.). First off, this is not like real hacking. You can learn some of the concepts of
hacking from this game, but don't come out feeling like you can take down any website you want just because you played this
game (seriously, at one point you scan a local ip address and you get a location in NY and you are in Alaska. WTF).
That said, Hacker Evolution is a fun game if you like typing and resolving horrible domains names about a billion times (and it's
extremely picky about spelling, despite spelling special wrong). Do not play this on a laptop you are unfamiliar with (for you
will cry).
In the end, Hacker Evolution is a brutially hard game just for the fun of it (try keeping your trace down, such a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, the command console will be filled with the same helper text you've seen before (causing
lots of scrolling) and it's one of those games where there is one right way and that's pretty much the only way.
Verdict: It really depends on how much you like text based adventure games.. I'm glad Steam has great sales, otherwise I might
have never seen this game or played it. This is only $2 right now and I think it's worth every penny and more! Hacker Evolution
let's you be that hacker you always see in the movies trying to hack into something. "I only need one more minute. Just give me
a minute." I played about 30 minutes so far and just think it's really cool. The whole game as far as I can tell is just typing
commands into a console and it is very satisfying. Their are mods and different skins for your console too. The music is pretty
decent and feels like good music to hack to. Anyone who ever thought of being a spy or just a hacker, should play this.. If you
were a fan of the old text based games, along with puzzle's and brain benders, then you will like this game.. Overall, this is a
fascinating experience! The Hacker Evolution series is a serious treat for the geekiest gamers. What makes it unique and
positively special is that it's essentially played by in-game console commands! There are no other games I can name that utilize
this as a core game mechanic. In fact, I wish Watch_Dogs played less like Grand Theft Auto and more like this.
My only complaint is that there are a number of points within levels that feel like "Guide Dang It!" Either my brain is not up to
snuff, or the levels barely give a clue (if at all) on how to complete the objectives (such as figuring out the names of all the
servers for each level). Fortunately, it is ridiculously easy to add content and your own levels with provided mod tools. This gets
even better, because the main game levels are treated the same way, meaning they can be opened up and used as an answer key
or even changed to the players' liking.
The overall scope of the game is small and simple, but it definitely uses that scale to the best measures possible. A 10-dollar
price tag may be a bit iffy for some, but if it were for 5 dollars, it's a must-buy!. Spend hours typing the same three commands
over and over again only to find that you don't have enough money to not start the next level in an unwinnable state! Repeat ad
nauseum until you uninstall it and spit on the author's grave.
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A fun game, indeed.
But can be frustrating at times. Since the money, upgrades and trace follow to the next level. So if you screw up in the early
level you might have to pay for it later.. I had played previous exosyphen games and they were quite enjoyable. That is until they
made this pile of garbage by deciding to implement this punishing killtrace mechanic. Successfully hacked a server? LOL F***
YOU +15% GLOBAL TRACE! Feel like a boss cause you just transfered $2000 from an atm to your account? ENJOY
WASTING ALL THAT MONEY ON REDUCING YOUR GLOBAL TRACE HAHA LOSER. Seriously wtf were they
thinking? It went from being one of the most enjoyable hacking OPEN ENDED adventure\/mystery games I had played in it's
early iterations to a very frustrating, annoying, and unenjoyable LINEAR puzzle game that is easily forgetable.
This game is not even worth one cent, save your money and buy uplink instead.. Hacker evolution is NOT a hacking game, but
more something like: You must dig into the servers to find new servers, clues and other things that will help you. Something
between exploration and detective. This game is more about thinking ahead. Stats like trace will be carried with you to the next
level, so if you finish a level with 99% trace, it will be the same in next level. For people who like to play easy games this game
is really frustrating, but for those which like challenges this is a perfect game.
Pros:
+ Great Soundtrack
+ Good Concept
+ Great UI (BUT it will not fit everyone)
+ Lots of fun if you like challenges
+ Great Story
Cons:
- Hardcore for some players (you have to restart whole game if you screw something up). It's more of a game about looking at
text on the screen, and frequently typing the same things over, and over, and over again. However, I did hack the Chinese and
blow up Mao's body from the inside... THAT was fun!
11\/10. I'm glad Steam has great sales, otherwise I might have never seen this game or played it. This is only $2 right now and I
think it's worth every penny and more! Hacker Evolution let's you be that hacker you always see in the movies trying to hack
into something. "I only need one more minute. Just give me a minute." I played about 30 minutes so far and just think it's really
cool. The whole game as far as I can tell is just typing commands into a console and it is very satisfying. Their are mods and
different skins for your console too. The music is pretty decent and feels like good music to hack to. Anyone who ever thought
of being a spy or just a hacker, should play this.. Hacker Evolution is a fun game. I't shows somewhat believable "movie" style
hacking in a nice game package. Awesome idea, and clever execution. Much better than the game "Uplink" as in the typing
aspect really gives you a sense of "I'm a hacker". Just don't play this on a laptop in D.C. on a tour of the White House.
. If only it was this simple.
\/decrypt Microsoft.com
\/crack Microsoft.com
\/connect Microsoft.com
\/delete Xbox
\/logout
still , quite enjoyable.
. ENG:
If you like playing around, like adventure, excitement and challenge you, and you're a nerd and you like coding, you like to try
out the hacks, by far the best hacker simulation, where you can legally hack! Testimonial!
Also includes a mod editor!
FIN:
Jos pid\u00e4t leikkimisest\u00e4, pid\u00e4t seikkailusta, pid\u00e4t j\u00e4nnityksest\u00e4 ja haasteesta sek\u00e4 olet
n\u00f6rtti sek\u00e4 pid\u00e4t koodaamisesta, tykk\u00e4\u00e4t kokeilla my\u00f6s hakkerointia, ehdottomasti paras
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hakkeri simulaatio, jossa voi laillisesti hakkeroida! Suositteluni!
Sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4 my\u00f6s modi editorin!. Hacker Evolution is a fun game. I't shows somewhat believable "movie"
style hacking in a nice game package. Awesome idea, and clever execution. Much better than the game "Uplink" as in the typing
aspect really gives you a sense of "I'm a hacker". Just don't play this on a laptop in D.C. on a tour of the White House.
. Hacker evolution is NOT a hacking game, but more something like: You must dig into the servers to find new servers, clues
and other things that will help you. Something between exploration and detective. This game is more about thinking ahead. Stats
like trace will be carried with you to the next level, so if you finish a level with 99% trace, it will be the same in next level. For
people who like to play easy games this game is really frustrating, but for those which like challenges this is a perfect game.
Pros:
+ Great Soundtrack
+ Good Concept
+ Great UI (BUT it will not fit everyone)
+ Lots of fun if you like challenges
+ Great Story
Cons:
- Hardcore for some players (you have to restart whole game if you screw something up)
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